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Abstract: A system of two probes is designed for terahertz (THz) time-
domain spectroscopy of sub-wavelength size objects. A twin-needle probe 
confines broadband THz pulses spatially by means of surface plasmon 
waves to a sub-wavelength spot smaller than 10 microns. The confined 
pulses are detected within the near-field zone of the twin-needle probe by a 
sub-wavelength aperture probe. The system allows THz spectroscopy to be 
applied to single micrometer-size objects in the 1-2.5THz region. 
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1. Introduction 

Unique spectroscopic signatures displayed by molecules, phonons and excitons in the 
terahertz (THz) frequency region enable direct and non-invasive probing of electronic states 
and chemical composition [1–4]. The THz signature of charge carriers in quantum wells, for 
example, allows distinguishing between the correlated and independent motion of electron-
hole pairs [4]. However single nano- and micro-scale objects, such as quantum dots, 
nanowires, or cells, exhibit very weak interaction with THz radiation due to their sub-
wavelength size. A system of two probes described here mitigates this problem: a twin-needle 
probe is employed to confine broadband THz pulses by means of surface plasmon waves to a 
sub-wavelength spot smaller than 10μm, and a sub-wavelength aperture probe [5] is used to 
detect the confined field within the near-field zone. 

According to electromagnetic wave theory, the wave energy cannot be focused in a 
homogeneous medium to a volume with dimensions smaller than approximately one half of 
the wavelength. Therefore only a small portion of the wave energy interacts with single sub-
wavelength-size objects, even if the wave is focused down to the diffraction limit. If the full 
spectroscopic signature is not required, the weak coupling can be mitigated by the use of 
narrow band resonant structures, which increase the interaction between the wave and the 
object within narrow frequency bands [6,7]. To increase the interaction throughout a wide 
spectral range, the electromagnetic energy must be confined to a sub-wavelength-size volume. 

The electromagnetic field can be bound by a metallic surface. Supported by the surface 
plasmon waves, the electromagnetic wave therefore can be confined between two isolated 
metallic surfaces to a volume significantly smaller than the wavelength [8–11], avoiding the 
frequency cutoff effect [12,13]. Wave confinement in the parallel plate configuration allowed 
the extension of THz spectroscopy to thin sub-wavelength films [14]. To achieve a higher 
degree of confinement, required for single sub-wavelength-size objects, metallic needles, 
microstrip waveguides, slits and tapered parallel plate waveguides have been studied [8–
11,15–18]. 

The non-radiative nature of the confined wave makes the use of such structures with far-
field detectors highly inefficient. To realize a system for spectroscopy of single sub-
wavelength objects, here we combine the sub-10μm confinement that we achieved using a 
twin-needle probe, with an integrated sub-wavelength aperture THz probe [5], which we 
position in the near-field region of the needle tips to detect the confined THz waves (Fig. 
1(a)). When the aperture is aligned with the twin-needle probe (Fig. 1(a), inset) the 
photoconductive antenna below the aperture detects the electric field between the needle tips 
because the evanescent wave from the tips couples through the aperture and induces electric 
field in the antenna gap. The metallic screen on the surface of the integrated probe prevents 
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any incident wave from reaching the detector except for the wave confined by the twin-needle 
probe. Focused by the needles and detected in the near-field zone, the THz pulses preserve a 
wide bandwidth (1-2.5THz) and experience no noticeable dispersion, opening the door to THz 
spectroscopy of single micrometer-size objects. The structure of the twin-needle probe 
provides a convenient way to hold a micrometer-scale object in the region of field 
confinement for THz spectroscopy. 

2. Wave confinement by the twin-needle probe 

The twin-needle probe is designed to couple an incident electromagnetic wave into a surface 
wave, which is then guided along two 0.5mm diameter PtIr needles towards their tips (Fig. 
1(a)). The needles have mechanically polished ends with tip radius of smaller than 1μm. The 
probe is fabricated by manually aligning the two needles to form a gap of ~5-10μm between 
the tips. Both needles are in the xz-plane at the angles of 30 degrees with respect to the optical 
axis (Fig. 1(a,b)). The needles are mounted on a rigid holder (Fig. 1(b)) in order to keep the 
relative position of the needles constant. The holder is attached to a motorized xyz-translation 
stage, which allows precise positioning of the twin-needle probe with respect to the integrated 
aperture probe. 

To confirm the operation principle, the field distribution near the needles is investigated 
first on a large scale, using the sub-wavelength aperture probe, which is sensitive to both the 
incident transverse waves and the surface waves [19,20]. In the experiment, the incident THz 
beam is formed by a dielectric-lined hollow metallic waveguide [21], which produces an 
unfocused wave with a circular spatial profile and a flat wave front (Fig. 1(c,d), left panels). 
The incident wave is x-polarized for optimal coupling to the surface wave in the twin-needle 
probe. The sub-wavelength aperture probe contains a low-temperature grown GaAs 
photoconductive antenna [5], which is also oriented along the x-axis for maximal sensitivity. 
The integrated probe is built on a sapphire substrate to allow optical access to the antenna. 

 

Fig. 1. Twin-needle probe system for THz spectroscopy. (a) Schematic diagram of the probe 
positioned above the aperture of the integrated near-field probe. The THz pulse is incident 
from above (indicated by red arrows). Inset: cross section of the system showing the needle 
tips, the aperture in the gold screen and the photoconductive antenna. (b) Optical image of the 
twin-needle probe. (c) Electric field distribution of the incident THz pulse (left) and the field 
distribution near the twin-needle probe (right). (d) Space-time maps of the incident THz pulse 
(left) and the pulse focused by the twin-needle probe (right). To show the field enhancement 
both space-time maps are normalized to the maximal amplitude for the twin-needle probe. 

The twin-needle probe changes the uniform field distribution and creates a point of 
enhanced electric field near the needle tips (Fig. 1(c,d), right panels). The spatial profile also 
displays two triangular shadows, produced by the needles blocking the wave from reaching 
the aperture probe directly, and fringes within the shadow regions. 
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The fringes represent an instantaneous image of the surface waves that couple from the 
tips to the metallic surface of the detector probe. Consider a space-time map measured along 
the x-axis passing through a point where the twin-needle probe is centered (Fig. 1(d), right 
panel). Three types of waves can be distinguished: the incident wave that displays a broad flat 
wave front similar to the left panel, the focused surface wave between the needles (near x = 
0), and the surface waves that appear ‘tilted’ in the space-time map. The tilted signature is 
typical for the surface waves that move along the gold surface of the sub-wavelength aperture 
probe [19,20]. These results show that the incident THz pulse excites surface (Sommerfeld) 
waves [13,22–24] travelling along the needles towards the tips. The THz wave is confined 
and enhanced in the region of the shortest distance between the needle tips. 

To determine the degree of field confinement we map the electric field distribution using a 
high-resolution near-field probe with a 10μm aperture positioned at z0 (~1-2μm from the tips). 
Figure 2(a) shows a 100x100μm

2
 region, where a bright area corresponds to the region of 

enhanced electric field between the needle tips. The needles ‘cast’ triangular shadows to the 
right and to the left of the bright area. Figure 2(b) shows linear scans along the x-axis. Both 
scans (marked as A and B and separated by of Δy = 2.5μm) pass through the area of enhanced 
field and show the intensity profile with the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 9μm. 
The region of field confinement can be smaller however the spatial resolution of the 10μm 
aperture probe prevents the observation of finer details. 

The wave experiences weaker focusing along the y-axis. The shape of the vertical line 
scan (C) shows a narrow region of enhanced field with a FWHM of 15μm rising over a 
broader region. The latter has an elliptical shape in Fig. 2(a), similar to the diffraction pattern 
formed by the incident wave. The image therefore shows a superposition of the confined 
surface wave and the diffracted wave. The field confinement region is smaller than 9x15μm, 
similar to the smallest spot sizes that have been demonstrated with THz pulses [9,15]. 

 

Fig. 2. Confinement of the THz wave by the twin-needle probe. (a) High-resolution 
100x100μm map of the electric field confined by the needles. (b) Linear scans of E2 along the 
x- and y-direction passing through the focus. (c) z-dependence of the time-integrated intensity 
of the confined THz field. Inset: waveform of the confined THz pulse. (d) Electric field 
distributions in the same area as in (a) at a larger distance z0 + Δz from the needle tips. 

The sub-wavelength confinement in the xy-plane makes the field non-radiative, i.e. the 
focused wave can extend past the tip of the needle-probe only as an evanescent wave. To 
determine the confinement in the z-direction, the near-field detector is positioned in the centre 
of the confined region and the THz pulse waveforms are measured while the twin-needle 
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probe is moved away from the detector. The field strength decreases quickly with the distance 
from the tip, down to the level of the incident wave amplitude. The time-averaged intensity of 
the detected THz pulse shown in Fig. 2(c) follows an exponential decay with the characteristic 
length of 6μm. The vertical offset of the intensity data is due to the incident plane wave, 
which continues propagating in the z-direction after diffracting on the needles. 

It is important to note that the diffracted wave that can be detected in the far-field, would 
be practically unaffected by an object placed between the needles. The diffracted wave is 
determined primarily by the macroscopic shape of the needles, rather than the field near the 
tips. A series of two-dimensional images measured at different positions z (Fig. 2(d)) shows 
how the bright spot, which corresponds to the enhanced field between the needles, fades as 
the distance between the needle probe and the aperture probe z0 + Δz increases, leaving only 
the diffracted wave in the image. To perform spectroscopy of an object positioned between 
the needles, it is therefore essential to detect the field within the decay length shown in Fig. 
2(c). 

3. Frequency response of the twin-needle probe 

For spectroscopy applications, the spectral response of the twin-needle probe is as important 
as the field confinement. The coupling of the incident THz pulses into the surface waves and 
their propagation along the needles imposes no significant effect on the waveform of the THz 
pulse. The twin-needle configuration exhibits no resonant response and no dispersion and 
therefore it is ideal for broadband THz spectroscopy. For precise characterization of the 
spectral response, we used a system to two parabolic (P1 and P4) and flat (M2 and M3) 
mirrors shown in Fig. 3(a) to direct the THz beam to the twin-needle probe, with the tip 
aligned directly above the sub-wavelength aperture probe. This system is chosen over the 
waveguide system in Fig. 1(a) because spectroscopic artefacts can be caused by the 
interference between waveguide modes [25]. The coupling efficiency between the waveguide 
and the twin-needle probe, and propagation losses along the needles are mode-dependent. 
Therefore, if in addition to the dominant HE11 mode, higher order modes (e.g. HE12 or TE01) 
are present in the waveguide [21], the measured spectral response of the probe (Eprobe/Einc) is 
an average over the incident modes. 

The spectral amplitude of the pulse confined between the needles is compared to the 
incident THz pulse. The field amplitude of the confined wave is stronger throughout the 
whole available frequency range. The amplitude ratio, which represents the frequency 
response of the twin-needle probe, however shows that the enhancement is larger at lower 
frequencies (Fig. 3(b)). The amplitude loss follows the f 

1/2
-dependence (dashed line) and it is 

therefore attributed to the Ohmic losses experienced by the THz surface waves [23,24]. 
To evaluate the potential of the complete system for THz spectroscopy, the frequency 

response of the sub-wavelength aperture probe also must be considered. The response is a 
product of the photoconductive antenna response, determined by the photocarrier lifetime, and 
the transmission spectrum of the sub-wavelength aperture (the transmitted amplitude 
increases with frequency linearly (Fig. 3(b) [26]). The overall sensitivity is therefore limited 
due to the reduced transmission through the aperture at low frequencies and due to the Ohmic 
losses on the needle surfaces and the photoconductive antenna response at high frequencies. 

The complete system allows detection of THz pulses within the frequency spectrum from 
1 to 2.5 THz (Fig. 3(c)). The detected spectrum (inset) clearly resolves atmospheric 
absorption lines (e.g. 1.41, 1.69, and 1.73THz) due to propagation of the pulse through air (19 
cm at 50% RH). If we now suppose that a 10μm diameter object is placed between the 
needles, e.g. a crystal of organic salt DAST, which has several narrow phonon resonance in 
the THz range [27], we find that the crystal should cause ~40% reduction in the detected 
power at the resonant frequency. This level of absorption can be resolved with the present 
system. 
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Fig. 3. Spectral response of the twin-needle probe. (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental 
setup. THz pulses are generated in a ZnTe crystal, focused by a system consisting of a Si lens 
(L), two parabolic mirrors (P1, P4) and two flat mirrors (M2, M3) in the region of the needle 
probe (NP), and detected by the sub-wavelength aperture probe (AP). (b) Spectral response of 
the twin-needle probe (red squares and dotted line) and transmission spectrum of the sub-
wavelength aperture (blue line). (c) Waveform and spectrum (inset) of the detected THz pulse. 

4. Conclusion 

The system of two probes described here opens the THz spectroscopy method to single sub-

wavelength objects with volumes of only 10
4
λ

3
. The twin-needle probe also resolves the 

difficulty of holding and positioning of individual micrometer-size objects. The field 
confinement power of the probe is not limited to the level achieved here. Spatial modulation 
techniques can be applied to improve the system sensitivity and therefore can allow further 
confinement of THz pulses, possibly to the level of 1μm. 
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